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4 Given the manifold points of interaction between Austria and America throughout the
20th century, the 11 essays from the contributions of the 2015 conference hosted by the
Salzburg Stefan Zweig Center are necessarily eclectic. Yet thanks to judicious selection
by the editors, they suggest the width and variety of cross-cultural encounters between
the successor  state  of  the  former Austrian-Hungarian Empire  and the 20th-century
superpower. 
5 Examining  the  historical  roots  of  official  relations,  Jonathan  W.  Singerton's
introductory  contribution takes  us  back  to  the  year  1838,  offers  interesting  details
about intermittent contacts starting sixty years earlier,  and also corrects prevailing
views about the mission of William Lee, the “militia diplomat” appointed as envoy to
the  courts  of  Vienna  and  Berlin  in  1777.  While  the  Austrian  government  carefully
maintained  neutrality  in  the  American  Revolutionary  War,  Lee  became  informally
acquainted with numerous members of the Viennese nobility interested in the events
across the Atlantic; the fact that Maria Theresia’s court physician, Jan Ingenhousz, had
befriended Benjamin Franklin and the two were regularly exchanging letters may have
been helpful. Immediately after the Paris Treaty of 1783, Chancellor Kaunitz used this
connection to establish an Austrian presence in America, and Baron de Beelen-Berthoff
set sail in 1783 as commercial advisor for Habsburg enterprises in the new nation. 
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6 The following essay by Jeanne C. Holland investigates an event that actually did occur
in the 20th century: 126 years after Baron de Beelen-Berthoff arrived on U.S. shores,
Sigmund Freud’s lectures at Clark University marked a cultural influence of a different
kind. Holland’s pertinent discussion places Freud’s teachings and their success among
psychologists in the U. S. A. within their historical religious and psychological contexts
and points out structural similiarities between Calvinist religious thought and Freuds’
psycho-logical explanations of human behavior. His view of the human psyche as the
battleground  in  which  the  fragile  forces  of  reason  were  pitted  against  the  potent
energies  of  irrationality,  as  well  as  his  proposed  cure  –  introspection  followed  by
confession - were als at the heart of the Puritan experience. Referring to writings by
Cotton Mather and Jonathan Edwards, Holland elaborates on these similarities and sees
in them a major reason why leading U. S. psychologists of the time, like G. Stanley Hall
and  James  Jackson  Putnam,  saw  in  Freud’s  Id-Psychology  a  secular  and  scientific
version  of  Calvinist  morals.  Ironically,  Freud  himself  at  the  time  was  apparently
unaware of these religious traditions and had, as far as it is known, read neither Mather
nor Edwards. William James, in the audience at Clark University, seemed to have seen it
clearly, as Holland quotes him (40): “The future of psychology belongs to […] Freud’s
work, as the past belonged to Calvinists.” 
7 Dean J. Kotlowski takes us a few more decades into the 20th century and investigates
the role outlying U. S. territories played for (Austrian) Jewish refugees from the Nazi
regime after the “Anschluss” of 1938. The author lays out the global political situation
at the time and, very succinctly, concludes that “concerns about unemployment, along
with  anti-  Semitism,  xenophobia,  and  indifference,  limited  the  assistance  to  which
governments were willing to commit” (57). At a conference in Evian-les-Bains in July
1938 on the Jewish refugee problem, representatives from the Americas, Australia, New
Zealand,  and  Europe  claimed  that  their  rather  restrictive  immigration  laws  “were
meant only to make sure refugees did not become public charges” (57). It turned out
that only two places on the globe agreed to accept a noticeable number of (mostly
Austrian and German) Jewish refugees - the Dominican Republic and the Philippines.
The second part of the essay provides details about the situation on the Philippines,
then under U.S. Administration, and focuses on the very cooperative role the United
States High Commissioner to the Philippines, Paul V. McNutt, played in enabling about
1,300  Jewish  refugees  to  settle  in  Manila  in  1938  and  1939.  Among  them  was  the
Austrian conductor and composer Herbert Zipper, who became conductor of the Manila
Symphony orchestra, survived the Japanese occupation, and in 1946 joined his parents
in the U.S.A. where, among other things, he revived the Brooklyn Symphony orchestra
and taught at music schools in Chicago and the University of Southern California. 
8 Bernhard  Wenzl’  s  contribution  looks  at  a  report  John  Dos  Passos,  then  under
assignement for  LIFE magazine,  wrote about his  visit  in Austria  in November 1945,
titled “The Vienna Frontier, ” which is included in his 1946 collection Tour of Duty; an
abridged version, “Vienna: Broken City,” appeared in the March 4, 1946 issue of LIFE
magazine. In his discussion Wenzl traces the transformation of Dos Passos’ discourse
from his arrival in Linz to his journey in a U.S. Army jeep through the Soviet zone of
occupation and his experience during his days in Vienna. The language in which the
author couches his experience changes from the mythical and stereotypical towards
realistic description with naturalist implications. While the first Soviets they pass on
their way to Vienna are described like characters from a Dostoyevsky novel, the last
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Soviet he mentions in Vienna resembles Lenin, and despite occasional stereotypes in
the description of Austrians and of other military personnel, Dos Passos’ report vividly
illustrates major characteristics of the then still rather chaotic situation – poverty, lack
of  food,  lack  of  order,  and  growing  tensions  and  distrust  between  U.S.  and  Soviet
soldiers that foreshadow the Cold War of the coming years. The Austrian natives, whose
high expectations in  the liberators  at  that  time still  remain unfulfilled,  struggle  to
survive as best as they can, clinging to their honorable cultural traditions of music and
the arts, trying to keep quiet about the Nazi period, and preparing to learn English and
Russian for their envisioned new role as mediators between East and West. 
9 A well-chosen filmic complementary to Dos Passos’  report from 1945 is Anne-Marie
Scholz’s inspired investigative approach to The Third Man (1949), a film famous for its
musical score and its film noir presentation of the situation in Vienna at the time; it
resonated strongly with British and American audiences, a bit less so with Austrians
and Germans, and seems to visualize many of Dos Passos’ suggestive observations from
1945. Scholz focuses her analysis on the imagery of sickness, capitalist greed, and black-
and-white/good  vs.  bad  simplifications  that  characterize  both  the  “bad”  American
Harry Lime and his “good ”American friend, Holly Martins. Even though Martins in the
end kills Lime, his ideas of good and evil remain anchored in the hack western novels
he writes;  actually,  he  comes across  as  a  sharpened 20th-century version of  Henry
James’ or Mark Twain’s Americans in Europe – innocent, ignorant, and arrogant. Anna
Schmidt, representing European women, in the final cemetery scene ignores him and
walks off into her own independent future. Scholz also discusses at some length the
differences  between  the  American  producer  David  O.  Selznick,  who  would  have
preferred a romantic melodrama mode and a more positive image of U. S. presence, but
could not convince his British producers; the version shown in U.S. cinemas cut some
11 minutes of footage, though. As Scholz concludes, the movie has been so successful
exactly because it does not raise any questions of political responsibility for the war or
the Cold War but presents the “reality of occupation and insecurity, of poverty and
postwar immorality” (92). 
10 Yuval Lubin presents a comparative analysis of Stefan Zweig’s novella Letter from an
Unkown Woman (1922) and Max Ophül’s film with the same title of 1948, arguing that the
film substitutes Zweig’s modernist and rather bleak European view of the world in the
wake of  World War I  with optimistic  elements  of  American romantic  individualism
developing after World War II. Lubin provides extensive and intricate examples of the
differences between novella and film, and occasionally the line of argument seems to
disappear under the weight of too many details, but the conclusion sums up the results
very  clearly:  Whereas  Zweig’s  heroine  remains  nameless  and  her  affection  for  the
writer R. is mostly an exercise in (female) self-effacement, Liza in Ophüls’ film is an
individual endowed with agency to affect the world with her actions. 
11 In a way, Joshua Parker’s discussion of Freudianism vs Marxism in Abraham Lincoln
Polonsky’s  voluminous  novel  The  World  Above  (1951)  takes  the  opposition  of
individualism vs collective to different and more complex levels. Polonsky, a confessed
Marxist and a pioneer of film noir, was blacklisted for 18 years because he refused to
testify  before  the  U.  S.  House  of  Representatives’  Unamerican Activities  Committee
(HUAC); he turned to writing novels, essays, and film scripts for which he got no credit.
Parker’s discussion shows that Polonsky, very clearsightedly, has his protagonist Carl,
an American psychologist, de facto criticize Communism, as well as American style
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Capitalism with  its  mass-produced  conformity,  for  their  neglect  of  much  needed
individual dignity, and their exclusive focus on the purely biological facts – the world
above. Freudian psychoanalysis, on the other side, emphasizes the psychic - the world
below - and the need to help the individual, a method that cannot easily be adapted to
heal  a  large  collective.  (Attempts  were  made,  as  shown  in  John  Huston’s  1948
documentary about the successful psychiatric treatment of traumatized World War II
veterans, “Let There Be Light,” which, however, was not available to the public until
1982.)  Carl’s  search for  a  theory  and method to  combine  the  best  of  both systems
reveals unexpected structural similarities between Communism and Capitalism (e.g.,
Behaviorism and social engineering). At the end, Carl is convinced that Freudianism
must become an applied science and envisions a kind of Marxist psychiatry as a way of
healing society through the individual patient, rather than trying to amend psychic
problems with mass-produced psychopharmaka. 
12 U.S. foreign policy and its somewhat reluctant acknowledgement of the significance of
the Austrian State  Treaty  of  1955 that  gave Austria  independence in  return for  its
guarantee  of  permanent  neutrality  is  the  topic  of  Dante  Mazzari’s  short  but  very
informative contribution. The author sketches out the changing political situation after
Stalin’s death in 1953, the influences of the Korean War, the acceptance of Germany
into NATO in 1955, and the establishment of the Warsaw Pact in the same year. For the
Soviets, the original economic as well as political reasons for keeping troops in Austria
were no longer valid,  and the Austrian people were very unlikely to join the USSR
satellite  states;  a  neutral  Austria  was  a  useful  separator  towards  the  west,  and  a
conciliatory position would also lessen tensions toward Tito’s Yugoslavia and improve
relations with other nonaligned countries like Egypt and India. According to Mazzari,
the  U.S.A.  were not  really  prepared  for  that  move,  mostly  because  they  were
preoccupied with Germany; Austria and its neighboring countries to the East were not
their focus. But as for the USSR, having troops stationed in Austria,  where after 10
years people were obviously getting irritated with all  their liberators, brought little
more than a bad public image and unnecessary military expenses. So, when Molotow
came to Vienna for the signing of the Austrian State Treaty, he came there directly
from  Warsaw  where  he  had  ratified  the  pact  the  day  before.  As  Mazzari  puts  its
succinctly:  “His  trip  had  both guaranteed  perpetual  neutrality  for  Austria  and
permanently  ruled  it  out  for  any  of  the  satellite  countries”(131).  The  following
contribution  by  Marty  Gecek,  a  long-time  active  member  of  the  seminar,  tells  the
success story of the Salzburg Global Seminar at Schloss Leopoldskron, founded in 1947
by  young  graduate  students  from  Harvard  University  as  the  Salzburg  Seminar  in
American Civilization. The first session in 1947 brought together 97 students from East
and West and provided, in a still rather chaotic post-war Europe, a place for (sometimes
quite  heated)  intellectual  discussion  –  the  basis  for  what has  been  called  an
“intellectual Marshall plan”(138). Over the following decades, seminar sessions grew
rapidly in number and also expanded into different fields, but always maintained their
international clientele of fellows and attracted leading scholars as well as prominent
politicians  as  faculty  members.  The  American  Studies  sessions,  which  had  in  the
beginning provided a  frame for  a  variety of  developing cultural  studies  disciplines,
have since become fewer and more specialized but  remain inspirational  for  topical
issues and cultural changes in the USA as well as globally. Recent sessions have dealt
with developing countries, international politics, the future of global economies and
financial systems, the role and influence of today‘s media, climate change, as well as
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LGBT equality and rights. In accordance with this widening concerns, cooperations of
the Global Seminar have expanded to a growing number of international foundations
and universities and have also helped to organize seminar sessions in Cairo, Moscow,
and Costa Rica. Throughout all these changes, the Seminar has maintained its original
goals. As Gecek puts it: “Its ability to spark thought-provoking discussions, along with
its serene setting, creates an environment where ideas matter, where differences are
respected, and where those seeking a better world find common ground”(148). 
13 The last  two contributions  of  this  collection discuss  different  instances  of  Austrian
refugees  from  the  Nazis  and  their  attempts  to  integrate  their  memories  and
experiences before their  exodus with their  lives since then.  Walter Grünzweig very
knowledgably  presents  Carl  Djerassi,  best  known as  one  of  the  fathers  of  the  first
contraceptive pill, who later in his life becomes a prolific novelist, dramatist, and poet,
not the least thanks to his wife, literary critic, poet, and biographer Diana Middlebrook.
Djerassi’s  interest  in  the  “dialogical”  character  of  literature,  different  from  the
“monological” strucure of the sciences, is a dominant theme in his writings, and he also
directs  his  –  and  his  readers’  -  attention  towards  the  constructedness  of  scientific
discourse,  contributing  to  discourse  analysis  in  the  sciences.  Grünzweig  argues
convincingly  that  Djerassi’s  turn  toward  literature  is  intrinsically  connected  to  a
conscious  acceptance  of  his  Austrian  origins  that  makes  him  recover  childhood
memories which until  then had not been his major concern. Reminiscent of Marcel
Proust’s  madeleine,  on the occasion of  his  first  visit  to  Austria  in  1988,  an Austrian
Naturschnitzel with Champignons is irresistibly attractive, “the Viennese in me salivates,
even as the weight-conscious lipophobic Californian draws back in horror”(153). His
contradictory response to Austrian food also characterizes his  response to Austrian
culture  and  inspires  him  to  an  intensive  analysis  of  his  Austrian  roots  and  their
significance. In fictional conversations of Adorno, Benjamin, Scholem and Schönberg
he brings together four intellectual German and Austrian Jews of the pre-Holocaust
world  in  his  Four  Jews  on  the  Parnassus  (2008),  a  strategy  that  also  helps  him  to
understand  his  own  Jewish  cultural  heritage.  Yet  the  eventual  acceptance  of  his
Austrian roots does not at all include a nostalgic forgetfulness; Djerassi makes it very
clear on several public occasions that to be “reconciled” does not mean to forgive or
forget. Rather, it signifies “the establishment of a new relationship, or relationships,
based  on the old,  ”  and “watering these  roots  by nostalgic  reflexes  stimulated new
growth  which  then  even  started  to  grow  all  kinds  of  new shoots”  (159).  This  also
includes public commentaries on contenporary political and social trends in Austria
and  Gemany.  Unlike  some  exiles,  like  Karl  Farkas  or  Hugo  Wiener,  who  return  to
Austria soon after 1945, Djerassi keeps two residences until the end of his life, one in
Vienna and one in Californa -  physical  symbols of  the two contrasting poles of  his
personality he continues to systematically explore in his later years.
14 Marta  Koval’s  concluding  essay  offers  a  comparative  discussion  of  Walter  Abish’s
autobiographical Double Vision (2004) and William H. Gass’novel Middle C (2013), using
Aleida Assman’s concepts of  “memory of  places,  ”  “inhabited memory,  ”  etc.  When
Abish returns  to  Vienna in  the  1980s,  he  wants  to  see  how importat  the  Viennese
fragment of the past still was and to view himself“in a different light, in an Austrian
context” (167). What he finds is the discrepancy between “inhabited memory” and the
“auratic  place,”  between the memories  of  then and the experience of  now. His  old
family home now is just another house, the place itself holds no memories, they are
only in the mind of  the observer.  Yet  Vienna as  an alluring city  of  music  and art,
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together with its inhabitants, exude a certain timeless charme and beauty that can –
almost – make one forget its painful history. Like all returning refugees, Abish returns
home with these ambiguities that are difficult to reconcile. Gass’ Middle C is a fictional
autobiography of the Austrian Skizzen family, who flees from the Nazis to London; the
father disappears after a win at the races, together with the money, mother Miriam and
her  two  children  eventually  end  up  in  Woodbine,  Ohio,  a  (fictional)  stereotypical
American small town, and keep living an accordingly small life.  Though the novel‘s
major character is her son Joseph Skizzen, Koval’s focus in her discussion is on the
“inhabited  memory”  of  Miriam,  who  never  returns  to  Austria  and  is  hopelessly
traumatized by the loss  of  her  origins,  cannot  escape the confines of  her nostalgic
memory, and is unable to establish a connection between the past, the present, and the
future; she does not feel at home in London or in Woodbine. The fact that she becomes
an almost obsessive gardener may suggest a Freudian connection with her increasingly
glorified memories of Austria as a place full of flowers and friendly people. With her
isolated “inhabited memory, ” Miriam is unable to enter a dialogue with the present,
like Abish or Djerassi do; they understand that you cannot return to the past but have to
live with the ambiguities of then and now. 
15 The diverse cross-cultural connections between Austria and the U.S.A., as exemplarily
presented in this collection, explore the manifold levels of mutual interventions across
the Atlantic and provide ample inspiration for further research.
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